Paris, 16 October 2017

Les Assises de la Sécurité 2017
an edition mirroring a growing market
With 2 850 participants, 170 business partners and 5 100 One-to-One meetings, the 17th edition of
Les Assises de la Sécurité ended on Friday 14 October with record numbers. Numerous highlights
and high-quality content characterized this meeting of cyber-security professionals.





Close to 160 workshops addressed topics of current interest (RGDP, cybercrime, the Cloud,
etc.) and sharing of experiences (establishment of a SOC, federation of identity, monitoring
of critical industrial networks, etc.)
11 expert round tables that helped CISOs better understand their daily work, anticipate
changes and share their best practices
3 keynote speakers featuring iconic sector figures (Philippe Courtot, CEO Qualys; Kevin
Walker, CTSO at Juniper Networks; Tom Corn, Senior VP Security Products at WMWARE)
who shared their vision

At the opening conference, Guillaume Poupard (Director General of ANSSI) has welcomed
participants’ awareness of cyber security, while recalling that it was essential to remain vigilant,
since public and private organizations – and citizens as well – have become potential targets.
Another highlight of Les Assises 2017 was the presence of Keren Elazari, Senior Researcher, Cyber
Research Center of the University of Tel Aviv, who defended the role of ethical hackers in cyber
security during her conference "The future of security - a hacker's perspective”.
Finally, the presence of the CyberTaskForce, of which Les Assises is a member, provided an
opportunity for a delegation of members of Parliament and cyber-security experts to discuss these
topics and meet sector players.
Watch the speakers here
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About DG Consultants
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event organisation.
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